Move data with confidence

Data is one of your organizations most important resources and you need that data to fuel business growth, but distributed data can keep valuable insights out of reach. Our experts help efficiently move data from where it is, to where it will drive innovation.

We migrate data every day, all over the world, in any situation you can imagine. Whether you are upgrading technology, changing platforms or leveraging cloud, our experts use proven tools to streamline migrations and provide you a faster time to value.

Our Data Migration Services provide greater control, security and value through standardized processes in planning, execution and knowledge transfer. We lower risk through expert-delivered, dependable best practices developed over 30 years of data migration success.

Our goal is to improve data availability and migrate your data efficiently with greater data integrity. Let Dell Technologies help accelerate migrations at every level of your transformation.
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Estimated amount of new data to be created by 2023, for a Global DataSphere over 3 times the size as in 2018.1
Consistent repeatable features

**PLAN & MANAGE**
- Project & communications planning
- Migration cut-over plan and schedule
- Failback planning
- Services available after-hours
- Remote technical resources and project management
- On-site resources may be added on in select countries

**PREPARE**
- Customer requirements gathered
- Source & target environment analysis
- Environment remediation recommendations

**EXECUTE**
- Robust catalog of migration tools
- Remote monitoring and status reporting
- Migration verification

**FOLLOW-UP**
- Close-out meeting & documentation transfer
- User acceptance & feedback collection

More than simply moving to the next generation of your hardware, Data Migration Services provide a wide spectrum of pathways between modalities.

**Lower risk** with dependable processes and repeatable options for traditional data, workloads data, application data and data in the cloud.

**Peace of mind** with detailed visibility of the process and milestones with post migration verification.

### Traditional Data
On-premise physical or virtual migration (HCI, CI, Storage, Server)

### Platform
Rehost content data on a similar or upgraded platform (SQL, SharePoint, Office365, OneDrive)

### To Hybrid Cloud
Migrate on-premises data or workloads to hybrid cloud

### To Public Cloud
Migrate on-premises workloads to public cloud (AWS, Azure, Google)

### Repatriate
Return workloads or data to on-premise from the public cloud

For more information, contact your Dell Technologies sales representative or visit DellTechnologies.com